Cloud LimeVoice™
Cloud LimeVoice™ Dedicated Communication Resources for your Business
Cloud LimeVoice™ is a dedicated telephony platform that is delivered with the flexibility of using the public or private
cloud. Geared towards the small and medium-sized organization with a need to simplify how they deploy, support, and
manage communications across their workforce, Cloud LimeVoice removes the headaches and hurdles associated with
migrating the phone system to VoIP. Simply choose the IP phone platform, network, and features required and
LimeVoice will do the rest.
Our approach is unique when compared to other cloud or hosted telephony providers. Cloud LimeVoice provides
customers the option of extending their existing private network or leveraging the public network to deliver dial-tone
and voice calling. This allows you to utilize your existing network investments and relationship with the carrier
of your choice while maintaining optimum call quality for your business communications.
LimeVoice is delivered as a fully managed service with 24/7 monitoring and technical support. LimeVoice incorporates
feature rich capabilities, enhanced call quality, ease of use, and seamless integration of mobile workforce – increasing
productivity, simplifying processes, and enhancing presence. LimeVoice delivers the communication solutions a growing
business can depend on without the hassle and costs of traditional systems.
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Remove the burden of the phone system
Address communication needs quickly
Use your network or ours
Use standard IP phones
Scale and flexibility
Low upfront cost
Fixed, easily budgeted monthly cost
Central, 24/7 support
Single bill
Allow for future flexibility

Big Enterprise Features

Scalability

Lower Cost

LimeVoice delivers a robust feature set
and the flexibility your business
demands. Our advanced capabilities
coupled with virtually unlimited
interconnection options means LimeVoice
can provide call quality that is unrivaled in
the industry. Imagine all the capabilities
of VoIP without the issues and risk.

LimeVoice grows with your business,
eliminating redundant capital
expenditures associated with traditional
communication systems. Interconnect
new branch offices and expand your
workforce dynamically from 25 to 500+.
You will never outgrow your
communication system again.

Cloud LimeVoice
service eliminates the
resource overhead
that is traditionally
required to administer
and maintain your phone
system. Realize more
from your investment.

Cloud LimeVoice™ telephony platform delivers rich
business class features, scalability, and unmatched
value. Deployed via public or private network and
managed in the cloud, LimeVoice is a refreshing
alternative to the status quo.
Contact your LimeVoice™ Representative and start
changing the conversation today!
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